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Command Team Corner
Know Your Community

We are beginning a new month today that promises to be as busy as the last, with multiple
events planned to commemorate Remembrance Day and Veterans’ Week. I encourage you to
visit VAC’s web section on Remembrance to learn more about events and initiatives planned,
including Aboriginal Veterans Day on Nov 8, at www.veterans.gc.ca/eng/remembrance. Also

occurring on Nov 8 is the Last Post Ceremony at the Menin Gate in Ypres, Belgium, which will
be broadcast live at 2 PM EST on Canada Remembers’ Facebook page.

 
Today we are hosting the popular annual Take your Kids to Work day at Connaught Range and
Primary Training Centre to allow Grade 9/Secondaire 3 students to experience what it’s like to

have a career within the CAF and try their hand at some training exercises. Come back soon to
read the full recap and see more photos of this fun event.

 
Speaking of fun events, the NDWCC is in full swing with trivia nights, sushi nights, pumpkin-

carving contests, jeans button day and more. The team held its mid-campaign rally on Oct 31 at
the Cartier Square Drill Hall to highlight the impact your donations have on organizations

benefiting from the United Way Canada campaign.
 

Chief Warrant Officer Dubuc and I hosted the Uplands Community Council Town Hall on Oct 25
and wish to thank the Mayor, Cpl Jonathan Gauthier for organizing this event and giving our
community members residing at Uplands the opportunity to share their ideas and voice their

concerns as we strive to improve their quality of life.
We also had the honour of welcoming the President of Columbia on Oct 30 and present him

with a Guard of Honour at Rideau Hall.
 

We are pleased to launch a new section on our website dedicated to NDHQ (Carling) news and
updates, which also includes its own unique community calendar to keep CAF/DND personnel

well-informed of upcoming activities and maintenance notices.
 

And lastly, we are thrilled to present you our Q&A interview with RCAF Honorary Colonel
Loreena McKennitt, who will be our guest vocalist at the CBCAF Holiday Concert on Dec 12-13.
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Tickets are now on sale at www.cafconnection.ca/National-Capital-Region/In-My-
Community/Special-Events/Holidays-with-the-Central-Band.aspx.

 
If you have an article and photos you would like to share with your peers within the Defence

Community, please do not hesitate to contact us at gh@forces.gc.ca.

CFSU(O) Command Team

Colonel Richard H.W. Goodyear,
MSM, CD

Commandant CFSU(O)

Born in Main Point, Newfoundland, Col
Goodyear joined the Canadian Armed Forces

in 1990 as a member of the Air Reserve in
Gander, NL. He transferred to the Regular

Force in June 1991. He was appointed

Chief Warrant Officer Dany Dubuc,
MMM, CD

CFSU(O) Chief Warrant Officer

CWO Dany Dubuc was born in Thetford
Mines, QC. He enrolled in the Canadian

Armed Forces on 19 December 1984 as an
electronic technician in the Electrical and

Mechanical Engineering Branch. He became

http://www.cafconnection.ca/National-Capital-Region/In-My-Community/Special-Events/Holidays-with-the-Central-Band.aspx
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Commandant of Canadian Forces Support
Unit (Ottawa) in June 2016.

the Canadian Forces Support Unit (Ottawa)
Chief Warrant Officer in June 2016.
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Local Units Profile Series: When the mission is you
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By 2Lt Suzanne Nogue, CFSU(O) Public Affairs

“Everyone always talks about the Mission, the Members and Me,” says Major Tyler Peitzsche Commanding Officer of IPSC Ottawa. This concept is reinforced at the
early stages of a Canadian Armed Forces (CAF) member’s career and is known to all, regardless of their rank or trade. But when is it okay to put the “Me” first?

 

For the first article in our Local Units Profile series, we had the opportunity to sit down with Major Peitzsche. Tucked away in the NDMC building, IPSC Ottawa, part of
the Joint Personnel Support Unit (JPSU), is the central support centre for ill and injured CAF personnel. Focusing on a member’s recovery, rehabilitation, and eventual
reintegration back into the CAF or transition following release, the centre provides consistent support and personal services throughout the entire process.
Complementing the care provided by the Canadian Forces Health Services, IPSC Ottawa functions on three main components; a support platoon, client services and
service partners, including Veterans Affairs Canada, located doors down from the Unit.

 

“They’re our mission,” says Maj Peitzsche.” We focus on the individual when they come to us and create a personalized plan based on their employment limitations. We
get them the care and support they need to return to duty or transition to something new.”

 

Not only do these support centres provide individual-centric programs for members posted to the unit, but they also provide a range of services for a member’s family.
Located within the unit, a Family Liaison Officer connects families to various programs in the surrounding area, enabling families to participate in the member’s recovery
process as well as their own. Programs such as Operational Stress Injury Social Support (OSISS) and Helping Our Peers by Providing Empathy (HOPE), provide
families with educational and relatable support services.

 

“Seeing members succeed in whatever their individual plan is, that’s very rewarding,” said Maj Peitzsche. “If their goal is to remain in uniform and overcome whatever
illness or injury they may have, we help provide them with the necessary tools and beyond to succeed. There’s also lots of examples of individuals that have accepted
the reality that they are no longer able to be a member of the CAF anymore, but instead of sitting at home, they’ve found a new purpose and are working successfully
towards that.”

 

In light of the positive impact that IPSC Ottawa has had on their members’ recovery process, one of the biggest challenges facing the unit has been trying to break down
the barriers and negative perceptions that people may have of JPSU and IPSC. According to Maj Peitzsche, you don’t have to be posted to the Unit to gain access to
their programs and services; members are welcomed at the centre any time. He encourages members, supervisors, and/or units to visit the centre to access their
services or get the information they need to better support their members.

 

For more information:

JPSU provides personal administrative support and programs to ill or injured CAF members of the Regular and Reserve Force who have a medical condition that
precludes them from returning to their normal place of duty for a period of six months or more. A total of 31 Integrated Personnel Support Centres (IPSCs) make up the
Joint Personnel Support Unit. These support centres provide one-on-one contact and support for serving and former CAF personnel, their families and the families of the
fallen. IPSC Ottawa: 613-945-6600 ext 3014.

 

-30-
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Holiday Concert Q&A with Loreena McKennitt

By Melissa Addison, CFSU(O) Public Affairs

The Central Band of the Canadian Armed Forces (CBCAF) is hosting their annual Holiday Concert mid-December with Guest Vocalist Loreena McKennitt. We sat down
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with her to find out how her role as Royal Canadian Air Force Honorary Colonel is meaningful, what it's like to partner with the CBCAF. and what is her favourite holiady
song of course.
 

1. What is your favourite part of working with the Central Band of the Canadian Armed Forces?

First of all, it’s rare for me to perform with a band of this nature and one this large. It has also allowed me to perform a kind of repertoire I wouldn’t do normally. Of
course, it’s always wonderful to have the opportunity to stretch, creatively speaking, especially with such a high-calibre band.
 

2. What is the collaboration process like with the Central Band?
Given the arrangements are mainly set, there is less collaboration than with some of the musicians I normally work with. In the case of the Christmas concert, it begins
with what musicians will be available and how that might impact the song selection. We then share ideas as to what the arrangement of instruments might be, the key,
and so on.

3. What are you most excited about performing with the Central Band?
It is nothing short of thrilling to be on stage and surrounded by all that glorious sound. One becomes quite literally immersed in the music. It’s like nothing else!

4. How has your appointment as Honorary Colonel of the Royal Canadian Air Force affected your life?
The appointment has enriched my life in ways I could never have imagined. In fact, I often think I get more out of this association than the RCAF does. In my career, I
come from two modalities, the first of which is the artistic one. The second modality involves me as the CEO and general manager of a small, independent international
enterprise where we create, produce and distribute music around the world. We also do international tours at times with up to 40 people, four buses and two trucks.
Ultimately, I am the one responsible for overseeing all aspects of these enterprises, from budgets and logistics to marketing and communications.

Being exposed to the structure of a military organization, including policies procedures and protocols, has strengthened my sense of the importance of these dimensions
– in any profession or organization. This structure is the skeleton on which other content and creative dimensions can rest safely and successfully. These things,
however, are not renowned in the music industry. Interestingly, since my induction as Honorary Colonel, there have been a few comments on how the appointment has
influenced my management style.

 

5. How do you see your role as Honorary Colonel of the Royal Canadian Air Force affecting the CAF community?
It’s hard to say, but given this position is designed to be a bridge between the civilian and CAF community, my hope is that there’s some kind of reciprocity of
communication happening in both directions. In my view, there’s still a lot of awareness building needed among the general public. I only have to look at my own
experience as an example. Until this role, I knew painfully little of what people in the Canadian Forces did for Canadians. And I still have an enormous amount to learn.
Obviously, having spent nearly 11 years as an Honorary Colonel, I’ve gained a much better appreciation of the situation. I’ve also endeavoured, through whatever
means possible, to share what I’m learning with others, often through my career or simply through being a member of the general public myself. I hope this has a
positive impact on the CAF community.

As I’ve become much more aware of the particular challenges faced by military families, I’ve also endeavoured, where and when I can, to offer my own insights and
experiences, as a parent and as the director of the family-focused Falstaff Family Centre in Stratford, Ontario where I live. I continually strive to be an advocate for
families of all kinds.

 

6. What are you most proud of in your career?
I suppose I’m proud of the fact that through my own self-driven pursuit of history, particularly of the Celts, I’ve learned a lot about people and cultures along the way. I’m
pleased to be able to render that into music people enjoy. Really, pride is less a preoccupation for me than feeling that what I am doing is meaningful.

7. What do you like to do in your spare time?
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I enjoy being outside, gardening, hiking, camping or cycling. I also spend a fair bit of my spare time studying child development and the settings in which we as a
species thrive.

8. Do you have a favourite memory of a performance?
There areso many good memories to draw upon and one of them would certainly be performing at the Alhambra in Granada, Spain. We performed a series of live
concerts in the Medieval Moorish castle, which were later broadcast on PBS as part of their Great Performances series. We also released a DVD and CD of the
performances, which were called Nights from the Alhambra. The setting was stunning and the rotunda where we performed was open and had no ceiling. I remember
looking up every once and again and I could see the night sky. Sometimes it was clear and starry and other times it was full of clouds passing by. It was lovely.

9. What inspires you as an artist? What influences your music?

Like many artists, I find the human condition inspiring. I also find I’m likely to be more creative when I’m in a natural setting, rather than an environment with a lot of
visual and aural stimulation.

Most certainly I was influenced by the genre of Celtic music early on and that has always remained with me. At the same time, I’ve enjoyed a variety of other types of
music, like Baroque and Portuguese Fado. I’ve also sought to weave different genres into my own creative process, particularly Eastern and Middle Eastern music.

I have also enjoyed working in other mediums, such as theatre and film. Being exposed to other creative energies works as a catalyst to my own.

10. What is your favourite holiday song?

It’s hard to pick just one. I love a number of them – Coventry Carol, Silent Night, Once in Royal David’s City.

11. Do you have a favourite holiday tradition?

I like to sing carols with friends and have tried to host this type of event for a few years now, either personally or at the Falstaff Family Centre, which I own. I enjoy carol
singing, as much as I can get it and in almost any setting. I remember carolling in retirement homes during the 1980s, all on my own with my harp and accordion – even
at Toronto’s Pearson Airport one Christmas Eve when I was on my way home to Manitoba with my harp.

12. Do you have any upcoming projects that you would like to share?
Well, we’re always trying to work on more music and touring of course. Hopefully we’ll have something to announce in the not-too-distant future.
I also continue to work on an initiative focused on the detrimental impact of the internet, social media and connection technologies on children and adolescents. It’s
called The Stolen Child Project and encourages family involvement.

 

Holidays with the Central Band is presented on Dec 12 and 13 at the Centrepointe Theatre in Ottawa. For tickets please visit click here.
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Claiming her place Part II: Lieutenant-Colonel Sarah Heer

By Lynn Capuano, Directorate of Army Public Affairs
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From swimming to the big guns’ sheer firepower: the military career of Lieutenant-Colonel Sarah Heer

LCol Heer joined the CA in 1997, attending the Royal Military College of Canada (RMC). Remarkably, deep water brought her to the land forces and big guns of the CA.
A competitive swimmer from an early age, she was intrigued when a CAF member and former swimmer described how being a competitive athlete set her up for
success at RMC and for a career in the military.

“After that talk, I started thinking about joining. I wanted something that was going to challenge me physically and mentally like competitive swimming did and I found
both in attending RMC and becoming an Artillery Officer,” said LCol Heer.

 

During her four years at RMC, she competed for Canada at the World Military Games, earning a number of medals and the title of the CAF Female Athlete of the Year in
1998. Although she set out to become an Infantry Officer, she soon set her sights on the Artillery. “I was drawn to the diversity of tasks in the Artillery, the teamwork
involved at all levels and, honestly, the sheer firepower that it could bring to the battlespace.” After graduating from RMC, she joined the 2nd Regiment Royal Canadian
Horse Artillery (2 RCHA) in Petawawa, Ontario and chose to end competitive swimming. “My priorities shifted to my career in the Artillery, and more specifically, leading
the soldiers of the Gun Troop that I was privileged to command.”

 

Career and deployment experience: 20 years and counting

LCol Heer’s experience within 2 RCHA has been extensive: Gun line and Forward Observer experience, a stint as Unit Adjutant in the Regimental Headquarters and
another as the G1 (Personnel and Administration) for 2nd Regiment, Canadian Mechanized Brigade Group. She commanded E Battery, 2 RCHA from 2011 to2013.

She completed her Joint Command and Staff Programme and Master’s in Defence Studies at the Canadian Forces College in Toronto in 2014 and was posted to the
Strategic Joint Staff as a Regional Planner for Latin America. LCol Heer followed this with a year as Artillery Officer Career Manager in 2015. She was the first woman to
hold this post, a fact that she downplays. “To be an effective CM, I think it’s important to be respected, credible, and have the ability to quickly build a rapport with the
officers you manage,” she said.

 

Deployments included both warfighting and humanitarian missions: Kabul, Afghanistan in 2003/2004 and Disaster Assistance Response Team (DART) deployments to
Sri Lanka in 2005 and Haiti in 2010. She deployed to Kabul for six months in 2003/04 as a Gun Troop Commander with F Battery in support of the 3rd Battalion, Royal
Canadian Regiment Battle Group. Her duties included the reconnaissance and deployment of three Howitzers, the training and personal administration of 30 soldiers
and acting as a Fire Support Coordination Centre Duty Officer in the Battlegroup Tactical Operations Centre.

 

Support on the home front while on deployment

“I think my challenges were like most soldiers deployed – missing my husband and being away from my loved ones is never easy,” she recalled. “I didn’t have children
at that time; we were in our first year of marriage,” she said. “I look back and realize how fortunate I was to deploy so early in my career, as it was a unique experience
to put all your training into practical operational experience so quickly. It allowed me to not only build my professional competence, but also my confidence in my own
leadership approach.”

 

As the Company Operations Officer on both DART missions, she coordinated tasks and worked closely with non-government organizations, the higher Joint
Headquarters and other nations. “The level of devastation was severe and the amount of immediate need required by so many was what struck me in both
deployments,” she said. “It was inspiring to witness the strength and resilience in both the Sri Lankan and Haitian people after facing such a significant disaster.”

Once her daughters arrived, leaving for duty in Haiti was more difficult, but she knew her husband had her back. “Our girls, Jenna and Lauren, were four and two at the
time. It was tough to leave them, but it also allowed me to see that as a family, we could get through it successfully.”
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Claiming her place: Lieutenant-Colonel Sarah Heer

By Lynn Capuano, Directorate of Army Public Affairs

October is Women’s History Month in Canada and this year’s theme is “Claim your place”. Since Confederation 150 years ago, many capable and strong women have
claimed their rightful places in our country’s proud history, including those serving in the Canadian Army (CA). Here is a profile of one such officer, Lieutenant-Colonel
Sarah Heer, a member of the Royal Regiment of Canadian Artillery (RCA).

 

Lieutenant-Colonel Sarah Heer has claimed her place on the vanguard of greater representation of high-ranking women officers in the Canadian Armed Forces (CAF) in
general and the Royal Regiment of Canadian Artillery (RCA) in particular. Women have been serving in Canada’s military for more than a century in non-combat roles,
and in 1989, the Canadian Armed Forces (CAF) was one of the planet’s first military forces to integrate women into all trades and ranks. LCol Heer is in good company
in the Artillery as one of eight female lieutenant-colonels, the highest number to date in the RCA. As of January, 2017, the number of women officers of all ranks in the
Combat Arms in the CAF was 233 or 4.7 per cent, with the RCA having one of the highest representations of female Combat Arms officers in the Army.

 

It’s not about gender but ability to lead
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Major-General Simon Hetherington, the Senior Serving Gunner of the RCA and Commander Canadian Army Doctrine and Training Centre in Kingston, Ontario, said of
LCol Heer, “She has been, from her early days, a remarkable leader. She has attained the rank of Lieutenant-Colonel and that’s a measure of success for many
Canadian officers.” MGen Hetherington continued, “I think it is less about her contribution as a woman and more about her role as an Army Officer and as an Artillery
Officer. She’s done the things that we’ve asked her to do at various levels and even today, she’s doing remarkable work running the diversity portfolio. So her greatest
contribution, I believe, is yet to come.”

 

This Director is a member of one of the designated groups

LCol Heer believes that her 20 years of “lived experience” as a woman in the military have made her an excellent fit for the position of CAF’s Director, Diversity and
Human Rights Directorate (DHRD). Having taken on this post following her promotion to her current rank in June 2016, she works to help achieve CAF diversity
representation rates and provide a better work environment for all CAF members. “As a member of one of the Employment Equity Designated Groups, I can use first-
hand experience to address specific issues when debating policies on the importance of diversity in our organization,” she said. “My career in the Artillery has allowed
me to be authentic and I’m proud to bring my unique strengths to the fight. I truly believe diversity makes us stronger and provides us with greater flexibility on the
battlefield.” The CAF is committed to increasing the proportion of servicewomen from the current estimate of about 15 per cent to at least 25 per cent by 2026. LCol
Heer said, “Being the Director of DHRD has opened my eyes to several different perspectives and concepts that I hadn’t had the opportunity to consider thus far in my
career. I’m excited to bring these new perspectives to whatever comes next for me. I think all leaders have a responsibility to take ownership of the CAF Diversity
Strategy and help it transcend leadership and reach all levels of the CAF.”

 

More women advancing to senior positions

LCol Heer noted that since all CAF trades have been open to women for 27 years, they now are filling senior leadership positions as officers or non-commissioned
members (NCMs). Her experience tells her that gender has very little to do with the job at hand. “I firmly believe that the success of these officers and NCMs is deeply
rooted in our core fundamental approach to treating all members as equal. These women, just like their male counterparts, have been given the time, operational
experience, leadership opportunities and professional development courses to establish themselves as leaders in the RCA,” she said. “In the Artillery, we are all about
the desired effects, or in other words, getting the round in on time and on target. To be successful in the Royal Canadian Artillery, like any branch of the CA, all soldiers
need to be working as an effective member of their team to accomplish their mission.”
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Thoughts on the deaths of women soldiers in Afghanistan

Unquestionably, signing up for combat missions means accepting great danger. Four women CAF members – one a combat-certified officer – died in Afghanistan:
Artillery Officer Captain Nichola Goddard in 2006, armoured soldier Trooper Karine Blais in 2009, computer analyst Major Michelle Mendes in 2009, and medic Master
Corporal Kristal Giesbrecht in 2010. The first female combat-certified soldier to be lost was 26-year-old Capt Goddard, whose role on the front lines as a Forward
Observation Officer ended in her death in a firefight. LCol Heer said, “War does not discriminate. As you look through the Afghanistan memorial, there are women as
well as other members of visible minorities that were killed in combat. When you join, you become a member of the CAF and with that comes the unlimited liability that
goes with military service. There is no greater honour than serving your country.” “Every time a soldier passes, male or female, it affects us all. I did lose friends in the
Afghanistan conflict – Nichola and Michelle were friends of mine.” she said. Speaking of Capt Goddard, she said, “As an Artillery Officer and the first female to die in
conflict, it hit close to home as she was part of the gunner family. The response from her soldiers and those that worked closely with her following her death was
especially inspiring as it was clear she was an incredible officer and human being.” “These experiences have helped shape the way that I live my life and the
appreciation and value I have for life and the people I love,” she said. “I am extremely fortunate to have an incredible life partner in my husband James. I rely so much
on him to keep life running smoothly while I am deployed, and it’s because of his continuous support at home and throughout all my time away that I have been able to
be so successful in my chosen career.” The couple has two young daughters. By observing the developing world view of her children, LCol Heer sees hope for the
positive support of diversity in the CAF and in society in general “Our daughters, now 11 and 9, are better people at their age than we were,” she said. “They have
stronger values and are far more accepting, open and accommodating than we were at their age. They know they can accomplish anything and choose a profession in
which they will have every opportunity to succeed.”

 

More details of LCol Heer’s career are available here.
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Allied shooters challenged at CAFSAC 2017

By Steven Fouchard, Directorate of Army Public Affairs

The official aim (no pun intended) the Canadian Armed Forces Small Arms Concentration (CAFSAC) is to improve the marksmanship and small arms proficiency of the
participating troops.

That said, CAFSAC involves much more than just hitting targets at varying distances from various shooting positions. The competition, which took place at the
Connaught Ranges and Primary Training Centre in Ottawa from September 4 to 16, is designed to test marksmanship under simulated combat conditions and the
additional physical and psychological pressures that come with them. This year’s participants included the United States, Britain, and The Netherlands.

 

In the following interview, Captain Neil Whitewick, who led this year’s British Army Reserve team, and Warrant Officer 1 Dennis Heerveld, a member of the Royal Dutch
Army’s team (and top pistol shooter at CAFSAC 2011 and 2012), attest to the challenges of CAFSAC.

 

What are your overall impressions of CAFSAC 2017?

Capt Whitewick: I came here in 2009 as the Captain of the British Army Combat Shooting Team. The Canadian chain of command all descended on the competition that
year and said, ‘This is not very good.’ It didn’t replicate operational combat at all. I was actually called into a Canadian committee meeting and asked for my opinion. So I
had to turn around and say, ‘It’s not reflective.’ I only said that because, from 2006 to 2009 in the UK, we had gone through exactly the same kind of reflection. I can
clearly see, from 2009 through to now, that there’s been a massive change. It’s all movement, engage, movement, engage. And that’s from all the different fire positions,
all the different ranges, with all of the weapon systems. The light machine gun matches here, they’re better than in the U.K. There’s more available here – they fire three,
four different competitions. We only fire the one. And the pistol competition is better here than in the UK.

 

WO1 Heerveld: It’s a real challenge. It’s pretty intense when you have pistol shooting matches, the biathlon, you’ve got to go over to the night shoots. That’s long days.
The shooting starts at 7:30 a.m. on the range and you end up at the end of the afternoon after a day of shooting, running. After two weeks, you are feeling tired. It’s
absolutely different from what we do in The Netherlands because we cannot shoot these kinds of exercises due to limitations and restrictions on our shooting ranges.
The experiences we face in these kinds of matches, we take them home. And our shooting instruction and control team, which develops the overall shooting training
program, we speak with them and, when there is a review, they see what they can use.
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Who is on your respective teams this year?

Capt Whitewick: We have a team of 14 – one non-firing team captain, which is myself. One non-firing team coach, who’s a senior warrant officer, and 12 shooters plus
two non-firing team managers. We come from six different Army Reserve units from all across the U.K.

 

WO1 Heerveld: We have a mixed team from soldiers to a captain – he’s in logistics. We’ve got some infantry guys, some training people. Myself, I’m chief of the
reproduction and graphics section – a completely different story. But at the roots, we are all shooters. And we shoot privately also.

 

How did each of you discover your affinity for shooting?
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Capt Whitewick: I started shooting in 1997. I was at my 12-year point in the Army. I was a weapons instructor. My sergeant major at the time came around and said,
‘You reckon you can teach a good lesson? Come and show me that you can fire a bullet straight.’ Well, I joined the shooting team and I was all right at it and thoroughly
enjoyed it. The next year I went back and got to [the British Defence Operational Shooting Competition] and came in 107th.

Through the years I did more and then I was qualified on the ranges and I eventually became the regimental team captain. And then in 2004, I became captain of the
Royal Logistical Corps combat shooting team. And in 2009, I came across here as captain of the British Army combat shoot team. I don’t fire anymore. My greatest
pleasure is to see young shooters who have big smiles on their faces just as I did when I was firing as a youngster.

 

WO1 Heerveld: I started in 1995 with the military national championship. It was hard to get shooters together and the Air Force won all the matches. We said, ‘We don’t
want the Air Force to win any more so we need another approach.’ We got our own stock of weapons, we were a real part of the organization, officially.

At first people were laughing at the national civilian championships – the military is coming, ha ha! – because we could not compete with civilians who shoot every week.
But somewhere in 2006, 2007 there was a switch. We started winning championships, setting new national records. Our shooters are entitled to have their military
weapons and ammunition at home because for us we’re not only shooting in training on Fridays but we also have to practice in civilian clubs and in shooting matches on
the weekends. It’s not voluntary - just make a lot of brass on Friday and go home. We want winners.

 

This interview has been edited for clarity and length.
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Searching for SAR Techs – 10 November deadline

By From the Directorate of Air Personnel Strategy

For men and women in the Canadian Armed Forces who are ready for an exciting career change, consider the current opportunity to become a Search and Rescue
Technician (SAR Tech) with the Royal Canadian Air Force.

 

This proud and prestigious occupation accepts Regular and Reserve Force members who want to undergo an occupational transfer from within the CAF. The 2017
deadline for transfer applications is 10 November.

 

“If you are looking for a job that is as rewarding as it is challenging, then becoming a SAR Tech should be at the top of your list,” said Chief Warrant Officer Greg Smit,
SAR Tech Chief and Senior Occupational Advisor. “If you are fit, motivated, and want to make a real difference…the difference between life and death…then you are at
the top of our list as a SAR Tech candidate. We need men and women to join our dedicated SAR team, helping to uphold our motto: That Others May Live.”

 

SAR Tech training takes place at the Canadian Forces School of Search and Rescue (CFSSAR) located at 19 Wing Comox, British Columbia, as well as some satellite
training locations including Jarvis Lake, Alberta, Eloy, Arizona and Jasper National Park and Esquimalt, British Columbia. The course duration is approximately 12
months, after which graduates receive their SAR Tech ‘wings’ and orange beret. SAR Techs are experts in an incredibly wide range of skills, including parachuting,
scuba-diving, mountain-climbing, wilderness survival and emergency medical treatment at the paramedic level. They will operate from both fixed-wing aircraft and
helicopters, the latter including hoists into and out of austere locations or vessels on the high seas. As part of a highly trained and well respected crew, SAR Techs
assist in saving the lives of hundreds of Canadians every year, from coast to coast to coast.

 

If this sounds exciting to you, and you’re up for the challenge, you should contact your Base or Wing Personnel Selection Officer. The deadline for submission to
National Defence Headquarters is 10 November 2017. In addition, Master Warrant Morgan Biderman and Sergeant Nicolas Ruel will be conducting information briefings
at many wings and bases across Canada in the coming weeks.

 

For additional information, a SAR Tech recruiting PowerPoint presentation and information is available at the following web site (intranet only): http://rcaf.mil.ca/en/2-
cad/air-force-training/air-ops-training-pages/sar-tech.page

 

http://rcaf.mil.ca/en/2-cad/air-force-training/air-ops-training-pages/sar-tech.page
http://rcaf.mil.ca/en/2-cad/air-force-training/air-ops-training-pages/sar-tech.page
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Eye on the NCR

This week's highlights
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CFSU(O) Honours and Awards

Photo credit: MCpl Carole Gosselin, CFSU(O) Imaging Services

Group photo of all the recipients posing with the CFSU(O) Honorary Colonel Dave Smith (centre), CFSU(O) Commandant Col Richard Goodyear (second from right),
and NDHQ Chief Warrant Officer CWO Dany Dubuc (right), at the CFSU(O) Honours and Awards ceremony held at Cartier Square Drill Hall on Oct 19.

Promotions: AB Chandra Burke; Avr (T) Nadine L. Casamayou; Private (T) Marie-Hélène Perron; Cpl Alana Légère.
Medals: OCdt Malcolm Maclean; Sgt Pascal Boivin.
CD: MCpl Glenn Flannery; Cpl Carl Gagnon; Cpl Chrissy Craig.
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Commendations: Maj Tanya Marie-Solange Lévesque; MWO Marie-Andrée Fortin; Capt Omid Kouchekan-Zadeh; Lt Patrick Robichaud; Lt Alex Gasser; WO
Manon Morin; Sgt Heidi Faust; Cpl Jin-Jang Ki; Bdr Mercedes Walchuk; Pte Marie-Hélène Perron; Pte Anita Simoneau; Avr Helene Merklinger; Patricia Okoh
(CIV).
Coins: Cpl Danya Schroeder; Cpl Monika Melanson; Serge Lemieux (CIV).
Long Service Award: Jodi Barbeau (CIV)

Rocking Campaign Rally

Photo credit: Catherine Villeneuve, Guard of Honour News
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Rotorhead of the Central Band of the Canadian Armed Forces and guest vocalist Rebecca Noelle kick off the National Defence Workplace Charitable Campaign mid-
campaign Rally on Oct 31 at Cartier Square Drill Hall in Ottawa.

CF Ombudsman Commendations

Photo credit: Cpl Michael J. MacIsaac, CFSU(O) Imaging Services

The Canadian Forces Ombudsman Commendations Award Ceremony takes place at the Sergeants and Warrant Officers' Mess on Oct 19 in Ottawa. From left,
Nominators & Awardees : Ms. Karen McCrimmon; Dr. Andrea Hoffman; Cmdre Sean Cantelon; Mrs. Margaret MacKenzie; Ms. Marie-Claude Michaud; Mrs. Cynthia
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Mills; Ms. Michelle Levesque; Ms. Robin Hynes; Ms. Sherry Romando, and LGen Alain Parent.

New DGDS

Photo credit: Pte Tori Lake, CFSU(O) Imaging Services

From left to right: John Kurtz, Cmdre Josée Kurtz and Chief of the Defence Staff Gen Jonathan Vance at Commodore Josée Kurtz’s promotion at the CDS Suite on Oct
6 at NDHQ (Pearkes).
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Health Services Ceremony

Photo credit: Pte Tori Lake, CFSU(O) Imaging Services

BGen Andrew Downes addresses the audience at the Canadian Forces Health Services Group Honours and Awards Parade at NDHQ (Carling) on Oct 19.
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Roto 7 of Sentinels

Photo credit: Pte Tori Lake, CFSU(O) Imaging Services
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The National Sentry Program Roto 7 stand for group photo at the National War Memorial on Oct 21. A sentry is a soldier posted at an area to keep watch. At the
National War Memorial, the sentries are mounted beside the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier – a structure that contains the remains of an unidentified Canadian soldier
from the First World War. The sentry positions are selected from members of the CAF who volunteer. Each contingent consists of 23 sentries and pipers who are tasked
to the program for 30 days.

Photo Gallery

More of this week's events in pictures
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NDHQ (Carling)
Everything you need to know about the new National Defence Headquarters.

Site Maintenance Notice

Please be advised that on Nov 2, Modern Niagara will be hoisting materials using a crane

http://www.fr.infogh.org/
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to the rooftop of building 7. The crane will be barricaded off and spotters will be in place
to assist with pedestrian and vehicle traffic. There will be a lane open at all times for
emergency access.

INtranet

Food Court

The four new concessions are now open in building 6, offering pizza, pasta, sushi,
mexican, and a full CANEX canteen to employees.

View map

http://intranet.mil.ca/en/change/carling-campus.page
https://uploads.strikinglycdn.com/files/d6a25c5c-7b30-49de-bd6a-f064c43dd19c/0818-ndhq-carling-map%20sept%20Englis.pdf?id=89393
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Site Maintenance Notice

On Nov 2 from 1800-2400 hrs, Ellisdon will be conducting a power shutdown within
building 7 in order to complete outstanding work within the substation. The shutdown
will affect all normal power during this time frame. The life safety and IT Generators will
be running to maintain emergency power to the building during the power interruption.

Intranet

© 2017
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Upcoming Events
Have a look below to find out what's coming up in the military

community.

MESSES CALENDAR

HOME COMMAND TEAM CORNER NEWS EYE ON THE NCR

NDHQ (CARLING)

COMMUNITY CALENDAR IN MY COMMUNITY ABOUT US FRANÇAIS

SPORTS AND HEALTHY LIVING 

https://www.cafconnection.ca/National-Capital-Region/Facilities/Messes.aspx
https://www.cafconnection.ca/National-Capital-Region/Facilities/Messes.aspx
http://www.fr.infogh.org/
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Community Partners and Services

Discover what's offered to members of the Defence Community in the NCR

Lend a hand this Holiday Season

By Melissa Addison, CFSU(O) Public Affairs

http://www.fr.infogh.org/
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It’s that time of year when our thoughts turn to the needs of others as we head into the Holiday period.
The “Helping Hands” NCR Military Family Christmas Hamper Project provides an opportunity for
Defence Team units within the NCR to channel their goodwill to military families in need over the
Holidays by sponsoring a family hamper.

 

Kelsey Hylland, Operation Family Doc Coordinator with the MFRC-NCR, says “Helping Hands offers
members of the CAF community the opportunity to feel engaged and supported, by participating as
either a donor-unit or a sponsored family receiving a Christmas hamper. Frequent transitions, being
away from immediate family, and possible loneliness during the holidays may be experienced by
members of our community and this joint initiative allows families to enjoy the festive season.”

 

For units interested in sponsoring families, you are asked to provide the Helping Hands Project OPI,
Kelsey Hylland (613-993-8671), with one unit OPI who will be responsible for receiving the “family
makeup” information by 17 November 2017.

 

For families in need, they can contact either Kelsey Hylland or Padre Alex Lewanowicz (819-939-3262).
Other families might choose to self-identify at the MFRC-NCR through the spouse or partner. Please
express interest by 17 November 2017.

 

To ensure confidentiality, only the designated MFRC-NCR Social Workers and NCR Chaplains will be
speaking with the members/families.

                                                 

Further details about purchasing a family’s hamper and delivery/pick-up information will be sent from
the Project OPI to the Unit OPI and families once identified.

 

The Helping Hands Christmas Hamper team would like to thank you all in advance for sharing your
generous spirit with other military families this season.

 

-30-
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Century-old ritual inspires art exhibition

By 2Lt Suzanne Nogue, CFSU(O) Public Affairs

The Canadian War Museum unveiled a new personal exhibition, WAR Flowers – A Touring Art
Exhibition, on October 19 in the Museum’s Regeneration Hall.

 

Based on the personal experiences of Canadians, the new exhibition showcases the various aspects of
war, while also highlighting the sacrifices made by many Canadians during the First World War. One of
the soldier’s highlighted in this exhibition is George Stephen Cantlie. During his time overseas, Cantlie
plucked flowers from the fields and gardens of war-torn Europe and sent them home to his young
daughter Celia in Montréal. His touching ritual provided the inspiration for this innovative exhibition at
the Canadian War Museum.
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“WAR Flowers is an extraordinary example of art’s power to enrich our understanding and experience
of history in unexpected ways, while providing diverse perspectives on Canada’s contribution to the war
effort,” said Stephen Quick, Director General of the Canadian War Museum. “We are proud to be
bringing this imaginative exhibition to audiences in the National Capital Region.”

 

The exhibition, which will be presented from October 20, 2017 to January 8, 2018, was built around
Cantlie’s century-old preserved flowers and consists of 10 stations, each showcasing one of his picked
flowers along with one or more of his letters. Each station also highlights a Canadian and features his
or her personal experiences of the First World War.

 

For more information, please visit www.warmuseum.ca.

 

-30-

SISIP's Ask the Expert

By Pierre Goulet, SISIP

Question: I’m not very good with my money management; how do I make sure my children

http://www.warmuseum.ca/
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develop better money management skills?

 

Think of these ideas as a way to set your kids up for success, and maybe even as an opportunity to
challenge some of your own habits around money. You may find that your own money confidence
grows along with your kids.

Use cash more often. Swiping or tapping a plastic card doesn’t demonstrate to a child that a give
and take transaction has taken place. Paying for gum doesn’t appear any different than paying for
a cart load of groceries. Using cash and getting change is less abstract, to your child—and to you.
 
Give your kids a consistent weekly or bi-weekly allowance, and provide clear guidelines on what
they are expected to pay for.
 
Let them make mistakes. If they spend their whole allowance and can’t afford to go with friends to
the movies, don’t lend them money. It may seem harsh, but lending them the money makes you
their “credit card” and the goal is to teach them to plan and save, not to start into the cycle of debt
at 12 years-old.
 
Talk to them about financial goals. Get them excited about something that will take a while to
save for, and help them make a plan. Congratulate them every time they put some of their
allowance toward the goal and celebrate when they achieve it. If kids feel pride in achieving
financial goals, it’s something they will continue in their future.
 
Also, talk to them about family goals and teach them about priorities. “We are saving for a trip to
Florida, so we better eat at home tonight to save money.”
 
Take them grocery shopping, make a plan to stay on budget, and stick to it! For example, take
$200 cash, your grocery list and a calculator. Have the kids do the math while you shop.
 
Just say no, and mean it. But try to be supportive and patient if they whine. They are being
bombarded with messages to consume, and may have friends who seem to be given everything.
If you are consistent in your message, are setting a good example (in actions as much as in
words), your kids will eventually thank you for teaching them delayed gratification and the value of
a dollar.

-30-
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Submissions

How to share your story

1

Read the Submission Guidelines

Download the Editorial Policy to learn everything you need to know about submitting an article.

2

Submit your article and photos

Pick your date on our Publication Calendar and submit by the deadline.

3

Have your story featured in the GH

Read and share with your peers your very own article on our website and in our e-newsletter.

Editorial Policy

Click on the button below to access our Editorial Policy, Submission Guidelines, Style
Guide and Publication Calendar.

DOWNLOAD

SUBMIT

http://www.fr.infogh.org/
https://uploads.strikinglycdn.com/files/eb4d4c21-c2ee-4cad-b8bd-05acc2016265/GH_Full%20Policy_Politique%20complete.pdf?id=82994
mailto:GH@forces.gc.ca
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Editorial Board

Editor-in-Chief: Colonel Richard Goodyear, Commandant CFSU(O)

Managing Editor: Luc Girard, Senior Manager, PSP Ottawa

Content Manager: Major Marie-Noëlle Blanchet, Public Affairs Officer CFSU(O)

Coordinator: Catherine Villeneuve, Newspaper Coordinator, PSP Ottawa

Staff Writers: Second-Lieutenant Suzanne Nogue and Melissa Addison, CFSU(O)
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Fitness
Discover our fitness team and learn new tips to reach your goals

Training for excellence

By Simon-Pierre Lamoureux, PSP Ottawa

Sports and training have always been an essential part of Dominic’s life; from on the ice, playing
hockey with his brothers when he was only 3-4 years old, until his first experience in a weight room
when he was 16. Dominic started working with PSP four years ago, in 2013. After working a year at
CFSU(O), he moved to CANSOFCOM where he continued to train and motivate personnel over the
years. He believes that his experience with both units has not only challenged him professionally, but
that, they have also allowed him to grow a lot as a coach and in his personal life.

 

http://www.fr.infogh.org/
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Having never shied away from new challenges, in 2011 and 2012, Dominic participated in four
bodybuilding/fitness competitions. In addition, he has also competed in both a half-marathon and
marathon run, completing both successfully. Most recently, Dominic uses his passion for bodybuilding
and training to help train and mentor people specifically for bodybuilding and fitness competitions.

 

Dominic’s tip for successful training in the gym? He frequently uses a quote a fellow coworker shared
with him; “Rest dictates the intensity.” It’s not all about spending very long hours each day training, but
to train smart. He also believes that it is not only important to have a good physical condition, but to
also develop good training techniques in order to avoid injuries and to live fully each day with his family.
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Healthy Living

Find out more about health, wellness, recreation and other active lifestyle programs
offered in the NCR

http://www.fr.infogh.org/
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How do I preserve my muscle mass?

By Nicole Houghtaling, RD Acting Nutrition Wellness Educator, and Christian Lizotte, PSP Ottawa Health Promotion

Q: I was recently on a field exercise living on Individual Meal Packs (IMPs) for 2 weeks. I found with the
high tempo, I was often hungry and started losing muscle mass! Are these meals really enough for me
to prevent muscle loss? Jesse

 

A: Dear Jesse: Great question! It is true that if you consume too little energy, your muscle protein can
be used for energy and will result in weight/muscle loss. Combat Rations must meet nutritional
requirements as per NATO STANAG 2937. Each IMP offers about 1200 kcal, for a total of 3600 kcal
and a minimum of 118 g protein per day. Of course, this assumes you are eating everything in your
IMP! Every IMP item has a purpose and provides specific nutrients, which is why it’s important not to
strip rations. For some, eating 3 IMPs will not meet their energy needs so a Light Meal Combat Ration
(LMC) is an entitlement provided when exercises/operations are more demanding and energy
expenditure is over 3600 kcal/day.

 

To learn more, Strengthening the Forces (STF), the CAF’s Health Promotion program, offers quality
programs with evidence-based research and skill building that you would likely find useful.

1. Top Fuel for Top Performance – this 1 day course teaches you how to choose the amount and
type of food and fluid to balance your energy requirements in different situations.

You learn how to:

Evaluate your eating patterns;
Determine your daily energy needs;
Read food labels to make better choices;
Fuel and hydrate properly around training;
Uncover myths and facts about supplements and sport foods; and
Adjust your eating and exercise to bulk up or lose weight.

1. Combat Rations for Top Performance – this new 45 minute briefing provides the latest
information on changes to Combat Rations and would be a great professional development
opportunity for your unit!

You learn about:

Combat rations and when they should be used;
Entitlements for fresh food supplements;
Calculating energy requirements;
Where to find macronutrients in IMPs;
Hydration;
Nutrition in different climates; and
Nutrition and performance.

1. Healthy eating 101 – This 2 half-day course teaches you the essential you need to know and
apply to achieve a healthier diet.

You learn about:
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Analyzing your food intake
Basic nutrients/foods
Serving sizes
How much energy do you need?
How to meet your daily needs
Read food labels to make better choices
Planning your intake
Managing triggers
Tips when eating outside

In addition, you can now access Combat Ration nutrition info on MyFitnessPal to ensure you are
meeting your nutrition needs – just look for the brand Canadian Armed Forces CAF-IMP.

 

Contact our Health Promotion office and take advantage of the excellent programs we have to offer.
https://www.cafconnection.ca/National-Capital-Region/Adults/Health/Ottawa-Health-Promotion/Core-
Programs.aspx
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Do you master your stressors?

By Christian Lizotte, PSP Ottawa Health Promotion

There are two main categories of stressors:

Those you have control over: ex. my attitude, my behaviour, my thoughts, my reactions (internal
stressors).

Those you have no control over: ex. the weather, the way others behave, the regulations and
policies of an organization (external stressors).

 

https://www.cafconnection.ca/National-Capital-Region/Adults/Health/Ottawa-Health-Promotion/Core-Programs.aspx
https://www.cafconnection.ca/National-Capital-Region/Adults/Health/Ottawa-Health-Promotion/Core-Programs.aspx
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The Personal Power Grid, adapted from Cynthia Scott and Dennis Jaffe, explains the connection
between situations when you have control or not, and when you take action or not. It illustrates the four
outcomes listed below.

 

1. Sense of Mastery = Taking Actions on situations with control

What is best in the personal abilities table? This means acting in areas where you have control, where
you have influence. This is where your personal skills are really felt.

 

Example: the problem relates to the way you manage your time. You have control over your agenda
and your use of time. So when you act (either by modifying your schedule or using time management
techniques, you master the situation and successfully relieve the stress caused by a shortage of time).

 

2. Stubbornness = Taking actions on situations with no control

When stressful situations arise, we often continue wanting to change things over which we have no
influence. Wanting to change things over which you have no control is like getting angry in a line-up or
banging your head against a brick wall. You end up weary, frustrated, discouraged and feeling that
you’ve accomplished nothing. Ultimately, there’s nothing effective about remaining obstinate.

 

Example: The budget cuts imposed on your division results in a one-year hiring freeze. Despite this,
you continue to argue in favour of hiring additional employees. If there’s nothing you can do, save your
energy for something else. At the end of day, you’re wasting valuable energy and there probably won't
be any changes.

 

3. Giving up = Decide do not take actions on situations with control

Failing to act in areas where you do have control can generate feelings of impotence and
worthlessness. You want to totally give up and avoid acting on issues that may influence your situation.
Your stress levels remain high and your self-esteem is lowered.

 

Example: You spend more money than you are earning. You don’t see the worth of checking your
credit card statement because you know you don’t have enough money to make a payment.

 

4. You accept it and let it go = Decide to not take actions on situations with no control

You don’t try to influence things beyond your control. There’s no point taking actions when you know
you’ll end up losing your time, energy and positive attitude. You take an honest and practical approach
to issues that you know you cannot influence. You feel neither guilty nor bitter. Letting go means
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accepting that there are some things that you cannot change. You must choose your battles and opt for
a strategy of coping.

 

Example: Either you or one of your friends is about to be deployed. You may feel bitter, sad or in denial,
but you finally accept the situation and do not to take action on a matter that is beyond your control.

 

Be proactive and learn more on how to manage your stress and taking care of your health! Register for
our free workshops offered to military members and Defence Community:

https://www.cafconnection.ca/National-Capital-Region/Adults/Health/Ottawa-Health-
Promotion/Upcoming-Courses.aspx
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Sporting Events

We've got a top-notch team in the NCR!

CAF Sports Day

Photo credit: Catherine Villeneuve, Guard of Honour News

The organizing team from PSP Ottawa poses with the CFSU(O) Commandant, Col Richard Goodyear (third from
left), and the NDHQ Chief Warrant Officer, CWO Dany Dubuc (second from left), to launch the celebrations at
Hylands Golf Club.

http://www.fr.infogh.org/
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CAF Sports Day

Photo credit: Catherine Villeneuve, Guard of Honour News

Almost 200 CAF members laced up to play 5-pin bowling on Walkley where the owner, a retired CAF member,
treated everybody to lunch to make their day extra fun.
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CAF Sports Day

Photo credit: Catherine Villeneuve, Guard of Honour News

Dodgeball was the sport hosted at CFS Leitrim for military personnel across the NCR.
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CAF Sports Day

Photo credit: Catherine Villeneuve, Guard of Honour News

Military members celebrated the beginning of the NHL hockey season by playing Canada's national sport on Oct
19 at the RA Centre.
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CAF Sports Day

Photo credit: Catherine Villeneuve, Guard of Honour News

Different units chose to battle it out on the soccer field at the Centre Multisports in Gatineau.
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CAF Sports Day

Photo credit: Catherine Villeneuve, Guard of Honour News

Some members signed up to try their hand at volleyball at the Centre Multisports in Gatineau.
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CAF Sports Day

Photo credit: Elizabeth Millaire, PSP Ottawa

Members could also participate in a yoga-thon at Cartier Square Drill Hall.

Sports

Athlete profiles, accomplishments, program news and more on sports in the NCR
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Season launch for the National Capital Ski Club

By Lisa Margeson, National Capital Ski Club

Fall is a wonderful season for us as we store away our equipment from summer activities and start preparing for
winter ones. It is prime season for the National Capital Ski Club to welcome individuals coming in to renew their
memberships or joining for the first time.

 

Formally known as Forces Ottawa Ski Club, the National Capital Ski Club promotes affordable family skiing and
snowboarding. While the club's primary focus is to support active and retired members of the Canadian Armed
Forces and the Department of National Defence employees, the club is open to anyone.

 

We have more than 1,000 members each year who take advantage of discounted condo rentals at Mont
Tremblant, weekly bus trips to Mont Tremblant, affordable ski rentals and sales, discounts at local hills, local
vendors of sports equipment and spas. December 3rd is the deadline for discounted Tremblant tickets that are
valid for any day of the 2017-2018 season. Last but not least, the club plans ski vacations to Europe, British
Columbia and Québec every year.

 

The National Ski Club will be hosting an information session on Wednesday, Nov 22 from 1900 to 2200 hrs at the
Hylands Golf Club. For more information, please visit ncskiclub.ca.
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Guard of Honour News
Local news for the Defence Community in the NCR

Sign up

You'll receive our newsletter twice a month with the week's headlines.

Full Name

Email
Submit

Archives

Click on the links below to read past issues of the Guard of Honour.

 

September 20 - July 13 Issue

Contact us

Submit articles, report corrections or ask questions; we love to hear from you.

Guard of Honour News
National Capital Region
613-947-0755
613-947-0755

http://www.fr.infogh.org/
https://uploads.strikinglycdn.com/files/6ddaf2cc-47ae-45df-bcf0-3d277313ab06/GH%2020%20SEPT%202017.pdf?id=87512
https://uploads.strikinglycdn.com/files/af6b73d0-e22b-4e37-9642-825f4e1ea467/GOH%20Issue%20122%20(13%20JULY)%20LR.pdf?id=80519
tel:613-947-0755
tel:613-947-0755
mailto:GH@forces.gc.ca
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